
 

Boeing Jobs
There's something romantic about the early days of transportation. Steam trains, Model-T's, the
Wright Brothers and Amelia Earhart. Founded in 1916 by William Boeing, Pacific Aero Products
was an early player in the history of flight. 
Early planes were made out of wood and the company based itself in Seattle to take advantage of
local spruce forests. In the 20’s, Boeing started an airline company which he later merged into the
airline manufacturing company, taking the name United Aircraft and Transport Corporation. More
mergers and acquisitions followed including Pratt &Whitney. In 1934 Congress passed the Air Mail
Act which prohibited companies from manufacturing airplanes and running airlines under the same
corporate umbrella and the company was broken up into three parts, one of which was Boeing
Airplane Company. United Airlines and United Technologies are the other 2 surviving spin offs.
After decades of innovation Boeing continues to be an innovator in aerospace technology. The
737, first introduced in 1967 and still being made today, is the best selling passenger aircraft ever.
Boeing, a major contractor for the Apollo program, continues to play a strong role in space
exploration with contracts for the international space station. While still maintaining a major
presence in Seattle, Washington, the company headquarters is now located in Chicago, thanks to
generous tax benefits used to lure the multi-billion dollar corporation to Illinois. 

From tax accountant to structural engineer, Boeing offers a diverse selection of career paths. The
company employs over 160,000 people from Seattle to Charleston and in over 70 countries in
manufacturing, engineering, software design, corporate administration and hundreds of support
positions. 

Today on Hound there are 383 job listings for Boeing, not counting subsidiaries. Most job sites
charge employers stiff fees to list job openings which restricts the number of listings. Hound is
different - we bring you every opening a company has, which means you will find more listings
here than anywhere else. With no banner ads or pop up ads, we bring you unbiased and complete
results for your job search. Compare Hound to sites like Monster.com, which has 113 listings for
Boeing sandwiched between random “featured jobs” and banner ads, and it’s easy to see why
Hound is the top choice for serious job seekers.

Boeing may have jobs available now. Click here to see them.
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